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The effects caused by the ionization on the electronic structure and geometry on Ceo are studied by the modified 

Su-Schriffer-Heeger (SSH) model Hamiltonian. After the ionization of C6o, 나】e bond structure of the singly charged 

C的 cation is deformed from Ih symmetry of the neutral to 腿,Cb and C2, which is dependent upon the change 

of the electron-phonon coupling strength. The electronic structure of the Ceo+ cation ground state undergoes Jahn- 

Teller distortion in the weak electron-phonon coupling region, while self-localized states occur in the intermediate 

electron-phonon region, but delocalized electronic states appear again in the strong electron-phonon region. In the

realistic strength of the electron-phonon coupling in C&), 

the bond distortion and a polaron-like state is formed.

the bond structure of C&)+ shows the layer structure of

Introduction

Since the recent synthesis1 of the macroscopic quantity 

of the fullerene, there has been a great deal of interest in 

the science of fullerenes from the viewpoint of solid state2 

and molecular3 science. Spectroscopic4 and diffraction5 stud

ies have confirmed the predicted truncated icosahedral struc

ture6 of the Ceo molecule. Electrochemical studies7 have 

shown that Ceo is easily reduced but is very difficult to oxi

dize. It should be pointed out that gas-phase reactions attri

buted to Ceo+, Ceo2+, and C6o3+ have been reported by nume

rous authors.8 Kato et al. have isolated and studied the elec

tronic absorption spectra of Ceo anion and cation radicals.9 

Kukolich and Huffman have reported the EPR spectra of 

Ceo anion and cation radicals.10 There has long been the Jahn- 

Teller theorem, on the other hand, that molecules with high 

symmetry may induce structural deformations and symmetry 

reductions, when the highest occupied degenerate molecular 

orbitals (HOMOs) level is partially occupied, which provides 

a mechanism partly lifting this electronic degeneracy.11 An 

interesting question has arisen: where will the holes of C6o+ 

cation stay? Will they spread over the whole ball or will 

they be localized in some small area? If the bonds are rigid, 

the holes will go directly to the HOMOs, in which wave 

functions are extended. Otherwise, if the bonds are soft 

enough, the lattice can be distorted by the transferred hole 

to form a kind of localized state. The soliton model of Su- 

Schriffer-Heeger (SSH), a tight-binding model with electron

phonon (e-ph) coupling, demonstrates the novel phenomena 

w辻h the midgap state in polyacetylene.12 Several groups have 

studied the electronic and bond structures for the electron 

doped C"— (n = l, 2, and/or 3) ground state13^16 with the 

SSH mod시 Hamiltonian. As for 사le C" cation, Harigaya13 

showed only the energy level correlation by using the SSH 

model Hamiltonian based on the parameters of graphite. Be

ndale et 시.'7 아］ow that a significant Jahn-Teller distortion 

takes place in Ceo+ as compared to Ceo by using ZINDO cal

culations. The calculated CC bond lengths of C" are divi

ded into seven classes. The CC bonds forming the pentagons 

and hexagons of the Ceo structure at 아此 top and bottom 

of the cage are of the same order of magnitude as in neutral 

C&),. but the twenty “equatorial” carbon atoms form CC bonds 

of having nearly identical bond lengths variation (-0.01), 

irrespective of whether they are part of a pentagon or a 

hexagon ring.

As far as we are aware, the general effect of e-ph coupling 

in charged。妒~ (w = 1, 2, 3) anions ground states is known,14 

but it is not known to the charged Ceo+ cation ground state. 

In this paper, we present the results from self-consistent 

numerical calculations which allow for a complete relaxation 

of all n electrons and individual atoms in the ground states 

of the C&o+ cation. The different electron hopping constants 
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for sin이e and double bonds are used with the SSH model 

Hamiltonian, which hereafter is called the modified SSH mo

del Hamiltonian. The variation of lattice deformation is con

sidered as a function of the ratio of the e-ph coupling cons

tant (S) to the electron-hopping constant (T). The localized 

or extended character of the electronic states with 나le lattice 

deformation is also discussed. We show the calculation 

scheme for model Hamiltonian in section 2. The self-consis

tent computation, which is similar to the method proposed 

by Shastry,18 and the Schmidt orthogonalization of all n orbi- 

t시s in order to consider only the lattice vibration modes 

are used in our approach. Thus it is called the self-consistent 

and orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals me

thod. The merit of our model calculation lies in the speed 

and ease with which they yield corr이ation diagrams for st

ructures of 60-atom buckminsterfullerene cation. The crite

rion for convergency was set to 10~12 for 나le charge iteration 

to ensure a highly refined structure for all calculations.

Calculation Scheme for Model Hamiltonian

As a model for 나】e C&)+ cation, we consider a buckminster

fullerene composed of 60 lattice sites and 59 electrons. The 

electrons move over the lattice sites by 나此 hopping. The 

tight-binding approximation only considers the hopping 如 

between the nearest neighboring atoms sitting at r】and m 

then the electron part of 나)e Hamiltonian reads

瓦=—2 加(％疽刻疽+ h.c. — C&)。)， (1)

疋

where 如+ and a^c are the creation and annihilation opera

tors of electron with spin o at sites I and lr, C" is the 

bond charge between the nearest sites in the ground state 

of the neutral Ceo-

The hopping coefficient 址 is determined by the overlap 

of the wave functions of the neighboring atoms, and the over- 

lap mainly depends on the distance between the nearest 

neighboring atoms. Therefore, as is commonly used in study- 

ing the charged Ceo,13~15 the tight-binding approximation as

sumes that the hopping coefficient 如 between the nearest 

sites I and V depends only on their distance £)/=伤-"치,

i.e.

(2)

The displacement of 나｝e atom I is

Qi^ri-rf, (3)

where rf is 나比 equilibrium position of atom I in the neutral 

Cw, and the equilibrium distance between atoms I and V 

is DMJgfTikL Then the change of the distance between 

the nearest atoms I and V caused by 사le atom displacements 

is

Z\D『=D[T)k= 伤."끼-伤喝沪 I

=希卜(4) 

where 褊 is an unit vector in the direction from site V to 

site I,

Since 나此 displacement |Q| and 나蛇 distance change AZ)z/< 

are much smaller than the distance Dif°, the higher order 

terms in Eq. (4) has been neglected, and the hopping coeffi

cient t(D心 can be expanded

= t(Dt广)+ SAD吧 (6)

where S is the derivative

S=( dDu，)啊，=0, ⑺

and obviously, S is a scalar.

Substituting Eq. (4) into Eq. (6), we have 

til'=t(.DU')=+ S 瓦，• ©-Qi，、), (8)

When we take the denotations

三 SH/r, (9)

W)m(Z"), (io)
and substitute Eq. (8) into Eq. (1), He becomes

He= — V T(l-r)(flla+ %，°+h.c.) 

疋

~ X 岛姑+ 硏+h.c.-C6o°), (11)

“％

here, the first term is the kinetic energy and the second 

term 나le electron-phonon interaction. It 아lould be mentioned 

that 나le interaction strength 岛，between the electrons and 

phonons is a vector. But, from Eq. (9), it can be seen that 

this interaction strength 歸 only depends on one coupling 

parameter S.

The change of distance yields the elastic energy Eela, 

战=Zf(AO„-)2=• (Q-切了， (12)

where K is the elastic constant.

Then the total Hamiltonian is

矶+h.c.)

- h.c.-C6o。)，

｛玲/2M+K/2[w・(QQ]2｝ (13)

的

〜

总

馬
 

一
 

- 

+

where R is the momentum of atom I. In the adiabatic pro

cess, the kinetic energy of atoms can be neglected.

Taking 及% as 바蜕 unit of energy, we transfer all the quan

tities into the dimensionless form as

XH/g 好卩、)三场,

qi=\/and s=S이綸?(14) 

In terms of these dimensionless quantities, the new Hamilto

nian h can be written as

y如伽仇+初心+)
正

~\/s~ X (所必+彻心+-C&)。)nU"qif

疋

+ $ 2 GM幅疔 (15)

where彻必=%+ ag 圮=甲、)and而卩=非而，.

Hereafter we calculated the adiabatic potential £(位사) of
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Figure 1. The layer structure of bonds of the 60-atom carbon 

cluster buckminsterfullerene structure. This structure has 60 ve

rtices, 20 hexagonal faces, and 12 pentagonal faces. Each carbon 

atom occupies each vertex. There are two topologically different 

bond lengths: the length (rj separating hexagons and the length 

(r2) separating a hexagon from a pentagon.

나蛇 lowest energy eigenstate, |G>, of Eq./(15) for eigenvalues 
of deformation [希r} and minimized £ with respect to the 

whole set 标사.

Since the s이f-consistent values of {希사 for the C" cation 

may be entirely different from those for neutral C&), graphite, 

and diamond, our reformulation is based on a principle 

where both {祈“} and the set of eigenfunctions, {*},  are trea

ted as variables. We apply the Schmidt orthogonalization to 

obtain orthonormality and completeness relations for the am

plitudes, and apply the Feynman-Hellman theorem with the 

Lagrange multiplier for the extreme poi나s. We described 

the above process in detail at ref. L14].

In practical calculations, we assume that T(니，) between 

nearest neighbor sites in 30 bonds (rO which lie sol이y in 

the six-membered ring (6-MR), is T, while 버at in 60 bonds 

(r2) whi사i form the edges of both a five-membered ring (5- 

MR) and a 6-MR, is 0.9T (see Figure 1).

Eq. (15) is solved by self-consistent iteration. As mentioned 

before, we are interested mainly in a general case of e-ph 

interaction in the C" cation ground states in which the 

value of s/t ranges from 0.0 to 2.0.

Results and Discussion

In our Hamiltonian, we do not include the explicit C어!・ 

lomb interactions between n electrons, which is similar to 

the standard arguments given in the previous papers.13""1519

In the ground state for the C&)*  cation, the degenerate 

HOMOs of the neutral Ceo ground state are partially filled. 

As is well known this kind of ionic system relaxes to the 

lattice configuration with reduced symmetry. The self-consis

tent solution is obtained from Eq. (15), which has 11 different 

s/t values from 0.0 to 2.0. Total energies, number of localiza

tion (NL), and number of bond charge difference (NBCD) 

for the Ceo+ cation ground state are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Total energies, the number of localization (NL), and 

난le number of bond charge difference (NBCD) in the C" cation 

ground state.

Here, NL defined as

nl={j( |饥1 시 e시 2)0하 2

(Sl-St)2 (16)
L

was calculated for each unique s/t. In Eq. (16), L is a site, 

and SL and St is a localized charge density at site L with 

and without the electron-phonon coupling constant, respecti- 

v이y. Here the MOs were orthogonalized by the Schmidt 

method.

NBCD defined as

NBCD-旗{(BC)k(BCCeo力}2 (17)

(订 e

was calculated for each unique s/t, where BC is the bond 

charge between nearest neighbor i-site and j-site in the C" 

cation ground states and BCCeo is the same bond charge 

in the neutral Ceo ground states.

As 아lown in Figure 2, the self-consistent solution in this 

case is that there are three regions based on e-ph coupling 

strength with small, intermediate, and large values of the 

e-ph coupling constant, respectively. The shapes of NL, 

NBCD and Etot/t are similar to those of ionic Ceon~ 꺼 = 1, 

2, 3) anions ground states, but NL of the Ceo+ cation ground 

states in the weak electron-phonon region is larger than 

those of (九厂 3 = 1, 2, 3) anions. It means that the electronic 

state of the C&)*  cation ground states is more localized than 

those of the Cgon- 3 = L 2, 3) anions ground states in the 

region of Jahn-Teller distortion. The s/t value which ha응 

the maximum NL is 1.2 for the C&)+ cation ground state. 

When we pass the maximum NL value the states become 

again delocalized. The larger s/t value has the larger NBCD 

in the Ceo+ cation ground state. The s/t value which has 

the maximum NL value in the Ceo+ cation ground state has 

the maximum slope variation between nearest neighbor NB- 

CDs. After we pass this specific value, the NBCD is almost 

unchanged like those of Ceo11"(飾=1, 2, 3).

From the self-consistent calculation, we obtain D&, G, and 

C2 symmetries of deformed lattices for the C&)*  cation 

ground states as a function of s/t and show their features
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Figure 3. Deformation lattices as a 

the Ceo+ cation ground 아ate.
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Figure 5. Schlegel diagrams for the electron density distribution 

on Cgo+ ground states with specific s/t values.

0 5 
Degeneracy

0

s/t=0.0 0.2

Figure 4. Energy levels and the degeneracies measured by the 

length of each parallel bar of the eigenenergies {EM in the 

relaxed geometry of each ground state related to specific s/t

in Figure 3. The energy levels and their degeneracies for 

each case of relaxed geometries in the C" cation ground 

state are shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 4, there 

are 11 panels for 11 different values of s/t from 0.0 to 2.0. 

In each panel the position of each parallel bar marks the 

value of one eigenenergy and the height of the bar measures 

the corresponding degeneracy. The widths of two eigenener

gies at the ends of each energy spectrum as a function of 

s/t in the Ceo*  cation ground state are divided approximately 

into three regions as follows: an approximately constant re

gion up to less than 0.8 for s/t; a small decreased region 

with from 0.8 to less than 1.4 for s/t; a large increased region 

with 1.4-2.0 for s/t.

In the region of s/t less than 0.8 in the Ceo+ ground states, 

the e-ph csipling is a perturbation to the electron-hopping 

and elastic energy terms, which is the physical origin of the 

Jahn-Teller effect. In the regions, total energy is linearly 

dependent upon the s/t values, and the slope is very small 

like those of charged Ceo11- (w = lf 2, 3) anions.

In the triple degenerate states, the splitting of the degene

racy agrees with the analytical solution obtained from the 

application of first order degenerate perturbation theory. 

That the tiu level splits, as indicated in Figure 4 for example, 

agrees with the analytical solution (—2〃 and v for tz2u and 

。血 levels, respectively) by applying the first order degenerate 

perturbation theory to the tin degenerate states (see ref. 

[14]). As shown in Figure 5, this leads to a distortion which 

has a reduced symmetry, picking out a radial direction 

through the center of a pentagon. The splitting of the tiu 

level by the e-ph coupling in this region of the Ceo+ cation
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Figure 6. The layer-dependence of bond-length changes l요 in 

Cgo by an electron ionization.

ground states matches the results of Lee et al.,u Varma et 

al.2Q and Schluter et al.,21 which is based on the Jahn-Teller 

distortion. But in the regions of intermediate and strong e- 

ph coupling, each degenerate level splits in nondegenerate 

levels, and the deformed lattices may give rise to localized 

electronic states. In the region where the e-ph coupling is 

strong, the total energy is linearly dependent upon the s/t 

values with much larger coefficient of linearity.

The electron density distribution on the Ceo+ cation 

ground states as shown in Figure 5 is used to represent 

deformed lattices. For illustrative purpose here, we use a 

Schlegel diagram (two dimensional representation) of the th

ree-dimensional system as shown in Figure 5. In the Ceo+ 

cation ground state with s/t values less than 0.8, the defor

med lattices (see Figure 5) have the reduced D& symmetry 

(but not among the crystallographic group) which has a five

fold rotation (and a tenfold improper rotation axis), five two

fold rotation axis (and fivesymmetry planes), and inver

sion center.

Here the four- and fivefold degenerate states, which are 

in the vector representation of the icosahedral group (&), 

split into 2+2 and 2 + 2+1 states, respectively, as the three

fold degenerate states split into onefold and twofold states. 

Here, 사le Tiu state for the LUMOs in Ceo splits into A2u 

and Eiu states in C", and the Hu state for the HOMOs 

in Ceo into Aiu, Eiu and states in Cso+ as shown in Figure

4. While the deformed lattices in the intermediate e-ph coup

ling region give rise to localized electronic states, the defor

med lattices in the strong e-ph coupling region reproduce 

the delocalized electronic states. The geometrical structure 

of the Ceo  cation ground state reduces from Ik to 玖山 G 

and C2 due to the illative strength of e-ph coupling constant 

to electron-hopping constant.

*

In order to demonstrate the lattice distortion distinctly 

the truncated icosahedron of Ceo is oriented in such a way 

that the top and bottom faces are the pentagons, which are 

shown in Figure 1, then all 90 bonds in C6o are divided 

into 13 layers indicated by the numbers in Figure 1. Before 

an electron ionization, there are only two kinds of bond in 

the neutral Ceo： the double bonds (rj in the border between 

two 6-MRs, and the single bonds in the border between 5- 

MR and 6-MR. The former is a short bond with length n = 

1.402 and 나le latter is a long bond with length r2= 1.435 

in ref. [14]. The layers with numbers 2, 4, 7, 10, 12 are 

double bonds, and the rest are single bonds.

In order to estimate the electron-phonon effect for the 

real Ceo molecule by an electron ionization, we choose the 

realistic parameters used in ref. [22], and the electron-pho

non coupling dimensionless parameter (入,=s/t=0.198 与 0.2). 

After an electron ionization the lattice structure is distorted 

and the bond lengths change. The bonds in the same layer 

get same changes in their bond lengths, but the change Ad 

of the bond length depends on the layer. In the case of 

£>5d the layer-dependence of the changes Ad is shown in 

Figure 6. It can be seen from Figure 6 that the distortion 

mainly takes place in the equator area (6, 7, 8-th layers). 

Other layers have only little distortion. Such localized distor

tion is called as wstring polaron" like the electron uptake 

case13~15 of Ceo- But the absolute magnitude of distortion 

of each layer in C" cation is less than that in C6o- anion. 

The change of the bond lengths in 2・，4-, 10-, and 12-th 

layers of Ceo+ cation has the opposite distortion (/>., A</<0) 

compared to that in Ceo" anion. Our results show the same 

ground state structure (P5fi symmetry) and layer-dependence 

of bond length changes /요 as the ZINDO results. Since the 

results given in the ZINDO calculation are the total effect 

produced by both electron-phonon and electron-electron in

teractions, our results show that the 岛 layer structure of 

bond distortion of CW is mainly produced by the electron

phonon coupling.
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The principal elements of the 31P NMR chemical shielding tensors have been determined for three binuclear platinum 

diphosphite complexes, K4[Pt2(P2O5H2)4?2H2O (ttPt2w), K4[Pt2(P2O5H2)4Cl2?2H2O (ttPt2Cl2w), and 隘円疮紀丑淄切对瓦。 

(MPt2Br2w)t by using a Herzfeld-Berger graphical method for interpreting the 31P MAS spectrum. The orientations 

of 31P chemical shielding tensor relative to the molecular axis system are partially assigned with combination of 

the longitudinal relaxation study of HPO32- and the reference to known tensor orientations of related sites; the 

most chemical shielding component, is directed along the P-Pt bond axis. A discussion is given in which the 

experimental principal elements of the 31P chemical shielding tensor are related with the Pt-Pt bond distances in 

binuclear platinum diphosphite complexes.

Introduction

Solid-state NMR spectroscopy of S=l/2 nuclei, principally 

13C and 31P, has been utilized to yield information concerning 

the molecular geometry, electronic structure, and motion of 

molecules in organometallic systems. 31P NMR spectroscopy 

has been more frequently used than 13C in the organometal

lic studies, because of the 100% natural abundance and the 

relatively high sensitivity of the 31P nucleus. 31P chemical 

shielding tensors have been successfully correlated with the 

molecular structural parameters such as bond angles and 

bond distances in phosphido-bridged complexes and phos

phates.1,2 Similarly, the correlation between the 31P isotropic 

chemical shift and the cation charge of orthophosphates has 

been' investigated.3 The cis-trans isomerization of (RPBMCL 

(M = Pd, Pt)4,5 and the determination of NMR parameters 

in cyclic/acyclic phosphine complexes6,7 have been studied 

by 31P CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy. In addition, the effects 

of molecular motion for solid P48 and phase transition for 

P4S39 on 31P NMR spectra have been investigated. Two-dime

nsional 31P CP/MAS NMR techniques have been applied to 

separate the unresolved interactions in the metal phosphine 

complexes.10

Binuclear platinum diphosphite complexes, K4EPt2(p2O5H2)4] , 

2H2O (“PtJ), K4EPt2(P2O5H2)4X?2H2O (ttPt2Xw), and &任七 

(P2O5H2)4X2]-2H2O (wPt2X2w; X=C1, Br, I), have attracted at

tention because they can be used to prepare linear chain 

structures with the electrical properties of a semiconduc

tor.11^15 The semiconductivity of these complexes have been 

indirectly investigated by the determination of the interme

tallic bond distances from X-ray crystallography. The inter

metallic bonding have also been characterized from electro

nic and vibrational spectroscopic data.16~18 Herein, three pri

ncipal elements and the partial orientation of the 31P chemi

cal shielding tensors for Pt2, Pt2Cl2, and Pt2Br2 were determi

ned by using the solid-state 31P MAS spectroscopy. Conse

quently, the NMR results will be related to the Pt-Pt distan

ces in the molecular structures,典 and Pt2X2, to access infor

mation about the changes in the Pt-Pt bond that are so im

portant to conduction in the Pt2X system.


